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Electron-nuclear double resonance of titanium in silicon: aTTi and 4eTi ENDOR
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The electron-nuclear double-Íeonance spectÍa of interstitial 17Ti+ and aTi+ in silicon have been

measured at 4.2 K. Spin Hamiltonians for thesc systems were determined and had to include
hypcrfine contributions of the type S3f and S2/2. The isotropic hyperfine interaction parameter I
exhibits a small hyperfine anomaly, indicating that it is mainly due to contact interaction. The term
involving,S2f2 is shown to arise from nuclear-electric quadrupole interaction. A crude calculation
for the ,S3f term, which includes covalency to first order, demonstrates the importance of excited-

state contributions and yields some qualitative agreement with experiment.

I. IMRODUCTION

Recently, the observation of titanium in silicon by elec-
tron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) \ilas reported. I The
resonance is related to the impurity occupying an inter-
stitial site of tetrahedral symmetry (crystallographic
point group 43m). The observed paramagnetic state of
titanium has electronic configuration 3d 3 associated with
the positively charged impurity Ti+, which is the stable
state when the Fermi level is between E, *0.25 eV and
Ec -0.28 eV.2-4

In the previous studies by magnetic resonance substan-
tial effects of covalency on the electronic properties of the
ground state were reyealed. The I value of the EPR spec-

trum g - 1.998 06t0.000 04 is very close to the free-
electron value, which indicates appreciable quenching of
the electron orbital moments. This conclusion \ilas sup-
ported by an equally large reduction of the contact
hyperfine interaction with magnetic 47Ti and 4eTi nuclei
as compared to the free-ion case. Such reductions appear
to be common for interstitial transition metals in silicon,
as shown in Table I, where values of the hyperfine con-
stant. .á for a number of these impurities are collected.
Direct confirmation of the importance of covalency was
obtained from electron-nuclear double resonance
(ENDOR) on silicon-29 nuclei surrounding the titanium

impurity.5 In this experiment a considerable charge
transfer of at least 4OVo rvas established and mapped by
measuring the hyperfine interactions with 214 nuclei in
17 shells of silicon neighbor sites. Similar conclusions
were reached by EPR and ENDOR experiments on other
3d impurities in silicon, such as ironó'7 and chromium. s

Also theoretical calculations have indicated considerable
spin transfer. Katayama-Yoshida and Zungere and
Beeler, Andersen, and Scheffier, l0 using self-consistent
Green's-function calculations, obtained g and A values
which are in good agreement with experiment.

The system Si:Ti+ is characterized by high values of
electronic and nuclear spin. It has been found that
higher-order multipole interactions are then sometimes
required to analyze the observed spectra. Previoustry re-
poited cases are mostly on ionic solids, tr'tz but also in-
clude Co2+ in covalent crystals. 13 These interactions, al-
though generally difficult to interpret, may provide addi-
tional information to describe the magnetic ground-state
properties. For this reason ENDOR measprements on
the magnetic aTTi and 4eTi nuclei were carried out.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Floatin g-zone dislocation-free p-type silicon samples
(20X 2x2 mm3) of various dopings (8, Al, and In) were

TABLE I. Hyperfine interaction parameters l, as given in Refs. I tnd27, and derived contact spin
densities 6psi(0) for 3d transition-metal ions in silicon. The latter aÍe not correctcd for the epin-orbit
contribution; the error is howcver less than 4Vo fot all transition metale quoted, with the exccption of
Feo, where the spin-orbital contribution amounts to 6.ó MHz. The free-ion values for the 4s spin densi-
ties are obtained from Ref. 23, the core polarization (CP) values have been taken from Fig.4 in Ref. 28.

6p(ol tÀ-31
6po 6p* EpoConfiguration Ion A (MHzl gn

3d3

3d5

3dt

Ti+
v2+
Cr+
Mn2+
Mn-
Feo

*.l.26

-2.19
-4,27
-4.8ó
-2.59t 1.89

r 15.65

-126.21
+ 31.99

- 160.30

-213.69
*,20.93

- 0.3154

+ 1.471

- 0.3163

+ 1.387

+ 1.387

+ 0.81

+ 20.08

+ 22.80

+ 18.97

+ 29.01

+ 29.01

+ 32,61

-5,2
-5.2
-9.4
-9.4
-4.0
-4.0
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FIG. l. Recorder traces of the Si:a7Ti (a) and Si:4eTi b) EPR
spectra at 4.2 K. The center line in both figures is due to the

.Í:0 isotopes of Ti. The Si:47Ti spectrum rilas recorded at

22.808 GHlz microwave frequency in an In-doped sample of ini-
tial resistivity l0 Ohm cm; the Si:4eTi spectrum was obtained
from a B-doped sample of initial resistivity 3 Ohm cm at 23.1M
GHz microwave frequency.

rubbed with $'et TiO2 powder and subsequently annealed

for l0 days at 1380'C under argon atmosphere in a

closed ampoule of synthetic quartz. The TiO2 powder
used was either enriched in the 47Ti isotope to
68.5 t0.2Vo, or in the 4eTi isotope to96.25t0.01Vo. After
annealing the samples were allowed to cool to just below
red heat at the entrance of the oven and quenched to
room temperature from there. The samples lvere then
stored at 77 K until the measurements were made. In all
samples the Ti+ EPR resonance could be observed; illus-
trations of the spectra aÍe given in Fig. l. For best

signal-to-noise ratio we selected In-4gped samples of ini-
tÈl resistivity 10 Ohm cm (0. lzx 1016 [n atoms/cm3 ) for
the ENDOR measurements.

Measurements were performed with a superheterodyne
spectrometer operating at 23 GHz and adjusted to detect
the dispersion part of the EPR signal at an incident mi-
crowave po\tel of I ÍrW. The magnetic field could be ro-
tated in the (0Ïl ) plane of the sample and lvas modulated
at a frequency of 83 H;z. We used a silver-coated Epi-
bond cavity; in the thin silver layer on the cylindrical side

wall of the cavity a spiral groove lvas cut, making it suit-
able as an ENDOR coil. la For ENDOR measurements

the radio-frequency (r0 field was square-lvave modulated
at 3 .3 Hz to allow double phase-sensitive detection of the
signal. The sample ïvas held at 4.2 K.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A spin Hamiltonian which could describe the observed
isotropic resonance of titanium in silicon in cubic symme-
try is

1{r:g4tnB.S-gr pxB'I+ /S'I (l)

and contains the electronic Zeeman, nuclear Zeeman, and
hyperfine interaction terms. However, in spite of having
a spectrum consisting of a single isotropic resonance, in-
terstitial Ti+ tvas demonstrated to have an electronic
ground state n A, with electron spin S - 3 /2.1 Also the
47Ti and 4eTi isotopes have a nuclear spin higher than
l/2. Such systems aÍe not necessarily adequately de-
scribed by the simple spin Hamiltonian of Eq. (1), as

demonstrated by Kóster and Statzls and Bleaney. 16 In
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FIG. 2. Level scheme of the Si:47Ti system (,S:3/2, I:5/21.
Level ordering is consistent with g - + 1.998 06 and
A - +15.66 MHz, but not to scale. The numbering of the EPR
transitions relates to the resonances of Fig. I (a) in the following
way: The resonance at lowest (highest) field corresponds to
EPR transition I (6).
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FIG. 3. Recorder trace of the Si:47Ti ENDOR spectrum at

4.2 K and microwave frequency 22.808 GHz, B- 815.80

mTll[O] U. This ENDOR spectrum rvas taken on EPR line 4;

the numbering of the ENDOR lines corresponds to the transi-
tions given in Fig. 2 if g and A are positive.

these cases of higher electronic or nuclear spin it may be

necessary to augment the Hamiltonian of Eq. (l) with
terms like S3/, S38, etc., that have nonvanishing matrix
elements between the spin basis states of the system. In
general, terms of the form ,So/ bB' with a <2S and b <21
should be included in the Hamiltonian. Since the Hamil-
tonian satisfies time-reversal symmetry and S, I, and B
are time-uneven operators, the sum a * b +c is required
to be an even integer. A procedure to construct the spin
Hamittonian of such a system in a given symmetry has

been discussed by RaylT and Geschwind. 18 Ray explicit-
ly gives the form of the spin Hamiltonian in cubic sym-
metry for values of a up to 3 and ó and c up to 2. Some

of these terms must be described by two parameters in
cubic symmetry. Many of them have been found experi-
mentally in ENDOR on transition-metal impurities in
ionic compounds. I I - 13' ló For interstitial titanium in sil-
icon they may occur as well.

If we apply the Hamiltonian 1{rto the Si:47Ti+ system,

which has S- 3/2 and I-5/2, or to the system Si:4eTi+,
with S- 3/2 and I -7 /2, the number of observable
ENDOR transitions between the levels equals 2O and 28,
respectively, as indicated in Fig. 2 for Si:47Ti+. The fre-
quencies of these transitions would show no angular vgi-
ation on rotation of the magnetic field B in the (011 )

plane. However, experimentally an angular dependence
was observed proportional to

prc): I -5 sin20* fsinnl , Q\
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FIG. 4. Angular dependence of ENDOR signals on EPR line

3 at microwave frequency 22.808 GHz and B- 815.27 mT. The

solid lines repr€sent the single-quantum transitions, the dashed

lines designate the double-quantum transitions.

with 0 the angle between B and the U00] direction, for all
20, ot 28, transitions. In addition, we observed a number
of weaker satellites (Fig. 3) that follow the same angular
dependence as the high-intensity resonances (Fig. 4). The
weaker lines ryere found to be proportional to the square
of the rf power, whereas the strong ones tyere directly
proportional to the rf power. The wgaker satellites may
therefore be identified as two-quantum transitions of the
same system. The noncoincidence and angular variation
of the ENDOR resonances indicate the necessity to in-
clude additional terms in the spin Ham'iltonian of Eq. (l).
Since we have no a priori information as to which terms
are important, we calculated ENDOR transitions for all
permitted terms as given by RaylT in first-order perturba-
tion theory. Although many terms yield an angular
dependence described by the function p (0) of Eq. (2), no
single term could reproduce all observed internal and rel-
ative multiplet splittings. In analyzing the ENDOR spec-

tra up to I I terms of fourth power in ,S, I, and B
(a *b +c:4') lvere considered, added to the spin Hamil-
tonian of Eq. (l). In their dependence on the quantum
numbers ftis and ffir, which label the transitions, all
terms give different sets of splittings. The effect of each
of the terms can therefore unambiguously be determined.
It was found to be necessary to include an ,S3.f term, with
the parameter (J, and S2I2 terms, with the two parame-
ters a and b. Thus, the Hamiltonian used to fit the data
was

1{ : 1í r * U 
1 Sjr, + S} t r+ S,31, - +t 35 ( S + I ) - I l( S, /, + S/.Í, + S,r, ) I

aa [(S,S, +SrS, NI"Iy+IyI,)+(S/S, +S,S, XI.J,+I"Iy)+(S,S, +S,S" l(IzI,+I*1")l

+ á [ [ 3,S,2 -,S ( S + l ) ][ 3/,2 - r ( r + l ) ] + [ 3,S/2 - S (S + I ) ][ 3rl2 - r ( r + I ) ]

+[3S"2-.S(.S + D)Ítt! - ttr + r )]] . (3)

B = 81 5.27 mÍ
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TABLE IL Spin Hamiltonian parameters of interstitial'7Ti+ and'ti+ in silicon.

47Ti

g

PnBtt
A
U
a
b

1.998 06t0.000 04

-2.n216t0.00004 MH.zfl
15.645 05t0.000 03 MHz

- I1.05t0.06 kHz

-O.222t0.005 kHz
0.012t0.001 kHz

1.998 0610.000 04

-2.N277t0.00005 Iv'[HzfI
15.650 70t0.000 04 MHz

- I 1.10t0.09 kHz

-0.08510.005 kHz
0.005t0.001 kHz

A least-squares fit of these parameters to the experimen-
tal data \ilas made in a computer diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian matrices (dimensions 24X24 for 47Ti and
32X32 for 4eTi). The results of this fit are collected in
Table II. The remaining deviations of the data from Eq.
(3) did not exhibit any residual p (0) dependence or any
other systematic deviation. The quality of the fit could,
therefore, not be improved by inclusion of additional
terms. Typical width of the resonances \vas, in the case

of 47Ti, 3.5 kHz F\ryHM, allowing line positions to be

determined with an accuracy better than 0.5 kHz. Aver-
age deviation of calculated hyperfine frequencies from ex-
periment were generally within 0.25 kHz. For unknorvn
reasons these values $rere approximately twice as large in
the case of 4eTi.

ry. DISCUSSION

A. Electronic g value

In the intermediate-field approximation the cubic crys-
tal field splits the free-ion aF term into a a A2 ground state

and two excited triplet states nT, and nTr. An analysis of
spin Hamiltonian parameters of such a a A2 ground state

often starts from a perturbation Hamiltonian that con-
tains spin-orbit, clectronic and nuclear Zeeman, hyperfine
(orbital, dipolar, and core polarization) and, occasionally,
spin-spin and quadrupole interaction terms, which can

càuple the triplet statès to the ground state. Low, le for
instance, gives expressions for the electronic and nuclear
g shift and orbital hyperfine-interaction parameter which
are correct to second order. The electronic g shift is
given by the well-known expression:

Lg:g -2.0023: -=g (4)
lODq

with ?t the spin-orbit coupling parameter of the ground
term and Dq the crystal-field-splitting parameter. Effects
of covalency, which are not included in this expression,
have been considered for an AB s complex by Owen and
Thornhy.to Since half of the transferred spin density has

been shown to reside on the second-nearest-neighbor
shell in the case of Ti*,5 we will in a first-order approxi-
mation regard the Si:Ti+ system as such an AB o system

and use the expressions for Ag as given by these authors.
This means expression (4) will still be valid for 48, pro-
vided that \ile replace À by À'. In the covalent model

with

koo-NoN, I l-2a*So-2eoso -2arS, -*oooo
t

(5b)

and

e oo:/VoN o(e a - tooo"So) , (5c)

where 6a is the one-electron spin-orbit constant in a 3d
orbital , e p is the spin-orbit constant of the silicon neigh-
bors, d is the distance between the ligand and the center
of the complex, and So, So, and ,S, are overlap integrals
of the central transition-metal ion d orbitals with silicon
ligand orbitals. The coefficients N * q* etc. bear an obvi-
ous correspondence to the LCAO coefficients defined in
Refs. 5 and 6: No:Q, Nog.ír: -€, etc. We used for ^Mo
and N reo the coefficients as determined in the Ti+ [gand
ENDOR, assuming the minimum of NVo hybridization
of ligand orbitals with rr metal orbitals. The coefficients
No, Noeo are only defined for e orbitals; therefore they
cannot be determined from the Ti,i ligand ENDOR,
since the unpaired magnetic electrons are in t z orbitals.
These coefficients ryere therefore taken to be equal to the
coefficients determined in the Feio ENDOR, ó where the
paramagnetic electrons are in e states and the ligand hy-
bfidization degree was found to be 25Vo. The overlap in-
tegrals lyere evaluated numerically using Herman-
Skillman wave functions.2l For lODq \re take 5500
cm- l; this estimate has been used beforel and rilas ob-
tained from an extrapolation of l0Dq in II-VI and III-V
compounds22 since optical data for transition metals in
silicon are not available. The expressions above apply
both to d3 and d 8 so that we can calculate the g shift for
interstitial Ti+, Y2*, Feo and Mn-. Although for Feo
the spin transfer is found to be mainly to the first-
neighbor shell, whereas Eqs. (5) are valid for AB5, the es-

timate will not be much worse than for Ti+, since the g
shift calculated from Eqs. (5) is mainly determined by the
product N?NI W'":0.60 and N'z":0.75). The results
are collected in Table III, together with the results of
self-consistent Green's function calculations by
Katayama-Yoshida and Zunger.e It may be noted here,
that although the Green's function results appear to be
somewhat better than those calculated above, closer
agreement with experiment is likely to be obtained if con-
tributions from other shells are also included, since these

_*o*o,d ,l +l,t

L' :tk ooíoo/25 (5a)
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TABLE III. Experimental and calculated g shifts. Agc" is

the crystal-field result calculated with Eq. (4), A991 is the result

from the Owen and Thornley expression [Eqs. (5)J, using ligand
ENDOR results of Ti+ and FeO. In calculating these results we

assumed lODq:5500 cm-|. Agcn are the Green's-function re-

s"m 
"f 

fat"V"-a

Configuration lon Ag"ro, Agcr ASor Agcr

3d3 Ti+ -0.0042 -0.0436 -0.0171 -0.01 I I
v2+ -0.0131 -0.0824 -0.0337 -0.0292

3d8 Feo 0.0676 0.1854 0.0783 0.0187

Mn - 0.008 I 0. 1854 0.0779 0.0407

will decrease k oo. In view of the uncertainty in the
crystal-field parameter we will not stretch this model any
further, however, and just note the qualitative effect of in-
cluding covalency.

B. Nuclear g velue

Lowle has also given an expression for the nucleaÍ g
shift, which may be expressed in terms of the electronic g
shift:
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contribution due to spin-orbit coupling, and an orbital
contribution, the lattei being tero itt cubic symmetty.t'
The spin-orbit part, according to Lowle given by
A orb: P Lg, is calculated to be 0.31 MHz; if we compare

this to the experimental value I A I : 15'66 MHz it is ob-

vious that the hyperfine constant is mainly determined by
contact interaction. This conclusion is further corro-
borated by a small, but measurable hyperfine anomaly be-

tween 47Ti and n'Ti, which can only arise from the
difference in distribution of the nuclear magnetic dipole
moment over these two nuclei:

A (7Ti )g,v(4eTi ) .

ffi-l--(1.1t0.3)Xl0-4 Q)

Írrv Agr''r

in which

PpnLg
(6a)

P - 2tr*l,tnlrr,r(r*tl o. (6b)
4n

Since the covalency is incorporated in the electronic g
shift we use the freé-ion valuel P - -0. w245 cm-l (Ref.

23), À- 30 cm- I (Ref . 24), and the experimental electron-
ic g shift Ag - -0.0042, which yields Ír,vAg,v_ -0.0048
MHz/T. Fuller25 has tabulated nuclear magnetic mo-
ments with and without corrections for the diamagnetic
screening by the closed inner shells.2ó Since the screen-
ing of the ls, 2s, and 3s orbitals is not expected to be

dramatically altered if the ion is embedded in a silicon
matrix, rv€ will relate our experimental nuclear g shift to
the uncorrected NMR experimental values (a7Tit

-2.400 15t0.000 l8 :llIJz/T, aeTit 
-2.400 8l t0.000 20

MHzfI) rather than to the corrected values. We find
pnÁign: -0.0020 M.ItzfI for both 47Ti and n'Ti, which
agrees in sign and order of magnitude with the calculated
value. This agreement is as good as could reasonably be

expected since the silicon lattice will provide additional
diamagnetic screening.

C. Hyperffne interaction,Sf

The hyperfine-interaction parameter A can be split in
three parts: a contribution due to unpaired s electrons, a

I

(+2, | Àt.s | 
+r, )(rr, | Àl.s | 

+r, )(+r, I 
pt.t 

| 
+r, )(+r, | Àt.s I 

rzl, )

E7&ro

This contact interaction can arise from various
sources. First it may arise from a residual spin density in
the 4s orbital, second it may be due to polanzation of the
inner s orbitals by the spin density in the outer valence

orbitals, and third, spin-polarized valence-band orbitals
can have a nonvanishing spin density at the transition-
metal nucleus. e The measured hyperfine interaction pa-

rameter is opposite in sign to the tabulated values of
Morton and breston for an electron in a 4s orbital23 for
all four transition-metal impurities of Table I for which
the sign of A has been determined. This excludes the
possibility that the first mechanism dominates the value
of A, in accordance with the Ludwig and Woodbury
model.27 The second contribution, core polafization, has

the same sign as the experimental value,28 and probably
contributes to a large extent to the hyperfine interaction
parameter A, as assumed in Refs. 5 and 6. If we neglect
the third mechanism, we can calculate the spin density in
the 4s orbital. We take into account the (minimum) spin
transfer as determined by the ligand ENDOR
( I - q2 --0.40 for Ti+ and 0.25 for Fe0) and subtract the
core-p olarization contribution o26pcp( 0 ) from the experi-
mental value 6psi(0) assumed to be negative. When using
the free-ion value of 6pa, (0) (Table I), we arrive at 0.09

and 0.03 electron in the 4s orbital for Ti+ and Fe0, re-
spectively. This is of the same magnitude as calculated
UV fatayama-Yoshida and Zvngere for the Si:Fe;o system
(0.06). The contribution from the third mechanism is

rather hard to estimate; it depends largely on the exact
shape and polarization of the silicon orbitals and will
therefore not be attempted here.

D. Electron-nuclear interaction S3f

The higher-order hyperfine interaction term US}I has

been evaluated by several authors. In analogy to the
treatment given by Low, le one usually considers higher-
order perturbation terms in the orbital hyperfine energy.
}Jam àt al.rt considered

(8)
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which yielded an ,S3f interaction term. Here Ezo is the
energy diference between the nT, and nÁ, states, and
E rc is the energy difference between the oT 

r-n A, states.

Their result s'as

(J - tzo lttt , (9)
Eí&rc

which Ham et al. Íeexpressed as

u - -#P(ag)3 (10)

using the crystal-field result E zo / E rc: i and Eq. (4)

where Ezo-l0Dq. Substituting the experimental g shift
and the free-ion value for P, we obtain U - -7 X l0-4
kIIz, which is clearly of the wrong magnitude when com-
pared with the experimental value. As we noted already,
the covalent reductions aÍe to a large extent deterrnined
by the product NWI in the g-shift case. This would
ÍRean that the U value as given by Eq. ( 10) is reduced by
at least /V!/Vf compared to the ionic calle. This certain*y
oyerestimates the eftct of covalency and is due to the
reexpression of Eq. (9) in Ag. If we recall that the states
n Ar,'8,'Tr, and 27^, all arise from the rl configuration
and nT, and nT, from ttrt in th€ strong-field limit, we

rather expect Eq. (8) to be reduced by approximately
NNt in comparison to the ionic case. Under this às-

sumplion and using lODq- 5500 cm- I and the same

values for N] and NI as before, trye calculate (J[ '-- -0.26
kHz for Ti+. Although still far from correct, this value
is already a lot closer to the experimental value.

A more detailed calculation by lVoodward and Chat-
terjee,2e who also included contributions due to spin-spln
interactions, yielded U pararneters of the wrong sign and
magnitude when cornpared to (ionic) experimental values.
In order to obtain agreement between experiment and
theory they extended their treatment to include contribu-
tions from the aP and 2G states. They found the aP-state

contributions to be rather small, but the 2G contributions
could explain the experimental data. This agreement was
shown to be fortuitous by Takeuchi, Horai, and
Arakawa30 who eliminated some errors from the calcula-
tion and found a somes'hat different expression for the
2c-state contributions. As a result, the theoretical esti-
mate falls short by a factor of 5, which they attributed to
covalency in their ionic case.

In our more covalent system we will give a (rough) esti-
mate of the magnitude of this U pararneter for the two
3d3 transition-metal ions in silicon: Ti+ and V2+. To
this end \ile corrected for covalency as indicated above;

contributions to U from the aF state were calculated to be

+0.90 kHz for Ti+ and -10.3 kHz for V2+. Experi-
mentally the signs of the hyperfine interaction parameters
A, (J, o, and b have not been determined, but the signs of
t[J, a, and b are fixed with respect to that of A. Foi Ti+
the sign of A is calculated to be positive,e which would
make (J - - I l.l kHz. It appears that the situation is

similar to the ionic case, i.e., the calculated contribution
of the aF state is an order of magnitude too small and of
the wrong sign. In order to calculate the contribution
from the 'T r,'Tr, and 2E states to the U parameter we

estimated their positions with respect to the n A, state
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from an extrapolation of the Racah parameter B in II-VI
and III-V compounds in a similar way as the crystal-field
parametert'22 and find B,-2OO cm-l. From the ratio
Dq /B -2.75 and a figure from Sugano, Tanabe, and
Kamimura,3l we determined the energy-level positions as

given in Table IV, in which \ile also list the parameters
used. The value of the spin-spin parameter p and the in-
tegrals Mo and tr42 (defined in Ref. 321 for Ti+ \ilere
found by extrapolation from the series Cr3+ (p:0.17
cm-t) and v2+ (0.11 cm-t). We feel justified to do so,

because of the regularity in the 3d4 series Fe4+, Mn3*,
and Cr2+, where p decreases monotonously from 0.25 to
0.18, and 0.12 cm-1, respectively.32 We used the expres-
sion of Takeuchi et al., rather than that of Woodward
and Chatterjee,33 and give the results of the computation
in Table IV. No undue reliance should be placed on the
exact numbers in view of the approximations made and
the fact that the resulting U value is the sum of several
equally large contributions, some of which are of opposite
sign. It is, however, in our view a reasonable estimate for
the order of magnitude of the U parameter for both
Si:Ti+ and Si:V2+. At this stage we note the following
similarities to the ionic case: (l ) The U parumeter is of
opposite sign as compared to A, Ql the most important
contributions to U come from the 2G state and are prob-
ably of the same sign as experiment, (3) the aF contribu-
tions are of opposite sign and somewhat smaller, (4) the
theoretical value falls short of the experimental value.

In this estimate the U parameter for Si:V2+ is expected
to be considerably larger than for Si:Ti+, which has actu-
ally been fotrnd experimentally.3a Although some quali-
tative agreernent is therefiore obtained in both the ionic

TABLE IV. Energy levels, spin-orbit parameters f, spin-spin
parameters p, Mk integrals, dipole parameters P, and covalency
parameters N] and N| used to compute the aF and 2G contribu-
tions to the hyperfine parameter U. UR denotes the range in
which the sep arate contributions of Takeuchi's expressions fall
for this choice of parameters. The experimental value of U for
V2+ is taken from van Kooten, van Kootwijk, and Ammerlaan
(Ref. 34).

Si:Ti+ Si:V2+
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E (T2) (cm-r)
E (Tt) (cm-r)
E (E) (cm-r)
E (Tt) (cm-r)
E(T2 ) (cm-r)

f (cm-t)
P (cm-r)
p (cm-r)
tr40

tr42

NT
Nr"
un(4n ftHz)
u(Ft ftHz)
un(2G) (kttzl
u (G) (kHz)
u (F +2Gl (kHz)
U(expt) (kHz)

5460
7560
4t4íJ.

4280

6220
90

-0.002 45

0.05
0.40
0.20
0.75
0.6

-0.27 - +O.62
+ 0.90

- 1.89- + 1.0ó

-2.01
- l.l Itl l.l

5460
7'ffi
4t4íJ.

4280

6220
168

+ 0.013
0.1I
0.915
0.499
0.75
0.6

- 11 .4- +9.2
- 10.3

- lg.g- + 35.2

+ 36.5

+ 26.2

98.8
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E. Electron-nuclear interaction S2I2

The origin of the S2I2 terms may be the same as for
,S3^f. If one takes for instance PL.I twice in the perturba- '

tion expression illustrated in Eg._ (8) and )"L'S twice, one
generates terms of the type 5212. These terms are mag-
netic in origin, but aÍe sometimes called pseudoquadru-
pole interaction terms, since they transform in the same

\yay as the real electric quadrupole interaction. It is gen-

erally stated that the electric quadrupole interaction van-
ishes in cubic symmetry, but such a statement refers only
to ions devoid of angular momentum. Due to admixture
of orbital angular momentum from higher states into the
ground state, the 3d electrons of the Ti+ ion may certain-
ly cause an electric-field gradient. As evidenced by the g
shift, some angular momentum has been mixed into the
ground state, therefore allowing (small) quadrupole cou-
pling with the nucleus. For this type of interaction Blea-
ney35 has demonstrated that

D. A. van WEZEP AND C. A. J. AMMERLAAN

(l la)

The observed electronic and nuclear g shifts are attri-
buted to mixing of the oT, state into the oA, ground
state by spin-orbit coupling. The magnitudes of these

shifts are governed by covalency, and in the case of the
nuclear g shift, also by diamagnetic screening of the nu-
cleus. The hyperfine constant I is determined by contact
interaction as evidenced by the observed hyperfine anom-
aly betrryeen the 47Ti and 4eTi nuclei. A preliminary esti-
mate of the magnitude of the U parameter yielded some
qualitative agreement with experiment, but the quantita-
tive agreement remained poor, similar to the ionic case.
Therefore, no definite conclusion on its origin can be
made. The S2I2 term has been shown to arise from
nuclear-electric quadrupole interaction.
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